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abstract

This paper outlines group discussion as a method of
instruction and prescribes how it can be used effectively. The
advantages and disadvantages of the group discussion method of
instruction are identified and these are used to make
recommendations as to when to use and when not to use this
epproach.

A criterion for use of the group discussion method is
established and the four main types of group discussion are
presented as the general model, the student-centered model, the
moderator model and the non-moderator model. Each type is
outlined in a simple format giving the introduction, the
presentation and the conclusion. Used properly, it has been
found to be a very efficient method for particular situations and
conditions which have been identified in the paper.
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The EDeP or Extended Development Procedure (Reigeluth,Doughty, Sari, Powell, Frey, Sweeney & Berliner, 1982) is aninstructional design methodology which gives a broad range ofinstructional design prescriptions to be used as a supplement inthe Interservice Procedure for Instructional Systems Development(IPISD). It prescribes sequencing content, selection ofinstructional strategies and the selection and use of variousapproaches such as individual resources, tutoring, lecture, groupdiscussion, group activities and group projects.

The selection of the approach from a number of alternatives(as shown in Figure 1) depends on the type of source ofinstruction to be used as well as the type of receiver oraudience.

The lecture has been described as the second oldest form ofinstruction known to man and it is said that it was invented theday after he learned to talk. Group discussion on the other handmay be said to be the oldest form of instruction known to man,for once he learned to talk, man started to talk to and be talkedto by others and thus discussion was invented. Though discussionhas been around longer than all the other forms of instruction,it is not used as much as some of the other approaches because itrequires a lot of preparation on the part of both the teacher andthe students, the setup of some ground rules, and the presence ofparticipants preferably with similar backgrounds.

Group discussion is sometimes put under the general umbrellafor "student-centered
teaching." Theoretical and practicaldiscussions concern the educational implications of theindividuals relationship with authority.

Advantages Group Discussion

Group discussion can be a highly effective method ofinstruction. Properly conducted, discussions may elicitreflective thinking or creative problem-solving
(Bloom, 1953).In addition, discussions may be useful for increasing students'awareness of the variables involved in complex matters, foranalyzing and reflecting on situations and for fosteringmotivation (McKeachie, 1970; 1978; Hoover, 1980). Discussionallows the teacher to act as a consultant to the class or groupand therefore talks much less than might be expected. It alsocreates a relaxed atmosphere conducive to the development ofpersonal meaning and originality which is not possible under themore common lecture-type of instruction. It reduces thethreatening aspects of the learning situation, especially throughthe rejection of implicit hostility, adverse criticism andknowingness.

It also provides a more economic use of classroom "speakingtime" (Williams, 1983) and encourages all students to participatein the learning process. It creates a lively and stimulatingatmosphere for learning.
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DIMAAIAlltAg2A hl, Group Discussion

As the saying goes, there's two sides to every coin. So is
there, for anything which has a use, disadvantages as well as
advantages. One of the most obvious disadvantages of group
discussion is that because it is a dynamic interaction between an
instructor and students, class activities seldom progress in the
order Wnned. Also, because of the unpredic' :ability of a
discussion, teachers risk the possibilities that the exchange may
wander into irrelevant domains, areas outside the field of study
or worst of all, go so far out of control that essential material
is not covered and objectives are not reach3d. It is therefore
imperative that it is planned and implemented very carefully
(Yelon and Cooper, 1984).

There is also the fact that group discussion as a method of
instruction, is very expensive and requires a lot of preparation
on the part of the instructor or teacher. Another possible
disadvantage is the fact that group discussion could be dominated
usually by the group's leader or chairman if not properly
organized. It also may sometimes degenerate into chaos if not
properly handled.

Finally, discussions are hard to conduct and hard to learn
how to conduct. The skills of questioning needed in conducting
discussion are complex and a high level of organizing ability is
required for an effective use of the group discussion method.
Also the group 'las to be homogeneous in verbal and/or analytical
skills (Kennedy, 1982; Goldschmid and Goldschmid, 1976; D'Arcy,
1980).

Criteria for 112e

Each of the eight modes of instruction has its own special
area of usefulness or application. In prescribing the group
discussion method as the method of choice for any particular
instance, it should be noted that it requires special management
guidelines and the setting up of some ground rules. The
participation of the students implies automatic practice and
therefore better chances of listener reception and retention.

The group discussion method is ideal for certain types of
material to be taught and for certain situations; but as can be
expected, it is also unsuitable for other situations or
occasions. Some of the appropriate situations are outline.4
below:

When 1,11ft aroup la homogeneous - Group selection is a
critical activity in using the group discussion method of
instruction. The method is most effective when used for
small groups who share certain characteristics, such as a
common level of verbal and/or analytical skills or when the
group agrees on general terms used within the discipline in
which discussion is encouraged. (Kennedy, 1982)
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When there is A need IQ AZDuse ,interest - in a subject ortopic. Often students have an idea of a particular subject
or topic but their knowledge is fragmented or of somespecific aspect. In this case they could be bored by a
formal lecture. Instead the teacher may direct them to some
assigned readings after which the discussion method could beused effectively to ensure identification and retention ofthe main issues. Since the students are already familiar
with the subject or some aspect of it, discussion will
induce individual research and participation which will inturn ensure maximum retention and meaningful understanding.

When there ALe insufficient xesourpes use ngxs effectivemethode - Most effective methods of instruction like
individualized instruction are expensive both to acquire and
to operate. Since money is always a problem for most
programs, it becomes necessary to adopt less costly methods
for particular situations. Even though group discussion is
by nu means the cheapest mode of instruction (lecture methodbeing the cheapest), it is definitely one of the
not-too-expensive methods, especially if it is handled by an
experienced group leader.

When theat AA A lack nf A Qualified teacher linnmledseahle inthe particular area ALLimbject - Often when a topic or
subject is new, there is a shortage of teachers with
adequate knowledge to teach by the lecture method. In that
situation, it is usually advisable to adopt the discussionmethod in which students are guided to research the subject
from various sources and then brought together in small
groups to discuss the topic or subject and arrive at some
consensus (Gall & Gall, 1976).

When studen ts Arginatyre and highly self - motivated - For
very mature students who can be easily guided to conduct
their own research effectively, it is sometimes more
motivating to use the group discussion approach which willenable them to participate fully in the teaching/learning
process. It also allows them to use their creativity and
innovation.

Nhen information changes rapidly gl frequently, - In
situations where information changes rapidly and has to be
regularly updated, it is quite effective to have studentssearch various journals for current material on a particular
topic and then use the group discussion method to extract
the relevant conclusions for the benefit of the group. The
lecture could be used in such a situation but the group
discussion method allows more people to be involved in the
scanning of journals and therefore access to more sources.This is active processing of information.

When Information in Spattered among different, sources - For
situations where information is not developed enough for
text books to be written, it is often the practice for
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articles from journals to be used as source material. In
such cases, the group discussion method is a very effective
way of getting maximum scanning of journals and the
extraction of relevant articles on the subject. Again, the
lecture method could be used for this situation but the
group discussion method generates participation by more
people.

leen long term retention IA necessary - When long term
retention is necessary, then it is important for the student
to have sufficient opportunity for practice and immediate
feedback. In such cases, methods such as the lecture are
not very useful. The group discussion method could prove
useful in such situations since the participation of the
students in processing the assigned or prerequsite readings
and discussing the main points tends to create better
retention in the students.

WIAA Active listener participation 1,11 xequi.:ed - One of the
benefits of the group discussion method is the fact that it
forces active individual participation and enhances
reflective thinking and individual development when done
properly. When individual/listener participation is
therefore important, then this is one of the most effective
methods of instruction.

When listeners ALI above gage in intelligence - As the
general level of education of the audience increases, the
use of the group discussion method becomes even mote
appropriate and effective. This is because the student's
attitude towards the traditional teacher-student
relationship tends to be hostile. The student at this
stage, wants to be able to use his creativity in the
learning process. The student wants to show his knowledge
(Gall & Gall, 1976).

There are also specific instances and conditions under which
the group discussion method should not be used as a method of
instruction. The literature indicates several such situations
among which are the following:

Wita ibex& ia A big differel= in the taCkg round And level
j intelligence of the =dents - When there is a large
difference in certain characteristics of the group members
such as a large variation in the levels of verbal and/or
analytical skills of the individual students, then the group
discussion method should not be used because there's bound
to be domination by those with higher verbal and analytical
skills.

$hen there le IP.XX little time - The discussion method of
instruction requires vast amounts of time both on the part
of the instructor and on the part of the students. The
teacher needs a lot of time for planning and organizing it
while the students need a lot of time to read preparatory
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material and research the particular topic or subject to be
taught. If, therefore, time is limited then this approach
should not be used. Instead, the lecture method would be el
better approach.

When subject matter la highly AbstrAct AIL L2M21eZ -
Sometimes thl subject matter is abstract or very complex and
needs very careful research and handling. In such cases,
group discussion may not be the best way to go about it.

ghee the smula is eat homogeneous - This situation is
simper to that of difference in levels of intelligence. In
each case, the group discussion approach is not the
appropriate method of instruction to use. This is because
the more intelligent or knowledgeable learners tend to
dominate the discussion.

nen thus ALe insufficient resources - As has already been
mentioned, the group discussion method is certainly not the
cheapest method of instruction in terms of time, as well as
loney for preparation. A lot of organizing and preparation
of the students as well as the format and the materials to
be used are required. These tend to make the method a
little more expensive than other methods. When there are
insufficient resources therefore, group discussion is
certainly not the best method of instruction to use.

Preparatory fit= NecessaLY 12z, Effective fl Group Discussion

In order to use the group-discussion method as an effective
method of instruction, there are some preparatory steps that need
to be taken. These are mainly decision-making steps concerning
the group size, group membership, meeting schedules, discussion
topics and starting of group sessions.

To ensure that each member or student gets enough time and
opportunity to make his/her contribution, it is important that
the group size is chosen such that the number of students is
neither too large (which could cause excessive limitation on
time) nor too small. As a rule of thumb or quick and dirty rule,
a group size of 6 or 8 members is ideal (Reigeluth, Doughty,
Sari, Powell, Frey & Sweeney, 1982). Students with similar
backgrounds should be placed together - this has been elaborated
upon under Criteria for Use.

The schedule of meeting times should also be determined
beforehand. In general, groups should meet for 1 or 2 hour
sessions. If it is necessary to spend more time for the
discussions, then sessions of 1 hour or 1 1/2 hours with short
breaks (15 minutes) in-between should be used.

There are also a few other important steps to be taken care
of before the group sessions begin. The first is the assignment
of readings or other appropriate activity to be undertaken by
group members. If students are unfamiliar with each other, have
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an ice-breaker session.

It is also important, at this stage, to set the necessaryground rules including goals and objectives as well as theproblems.

THE GROUP DISCUSSION MEAHOD

The group discussion has been likened to the T-Group modelused by psychologists and to the conference or "buzz group"method used by communication specialists. Bridges (1979) definesgroup discussion as the organization of individuals for puttingforward more than one point of view upon a subject, the
participants being disposed to examine and be responsive to thedifferent points of view put forward and with the intention ofdeveloping their knowledge, understanding and/or judgment on thematter under discussion.

Gall (Gall & Gall, 1976) distinguishes between fourdifferent types of discussion based on the instructional
objectives: subject-matter mastery discussion, issue-orienteddiscussion, moral development discussion and problem-solvingdiscussions. This categorization, though more popular, is notappropriate for our purposes (Dillon, 1984). For the purposes ofdifferentiating between these differences however, we maycategorize the types of discussions as the general model, the
student-centered model, the moderator model and the non-moderatormodel.

The General Medal

The simplest form of group discussion is the general type inwhich the teacher or instructor divides the class into groups,selects the topic or subject to be studied, provides guidance forthe research into material and then supervises the actualdiscussion of the topic.

In general, discussion should be preceded by thoroughpreparation on the part of both the teacher and the student.This should include three important parts: the introduction, thebody and a summary and conclusion (Yelon & Cooper, 1984).

=reduction
The introduction of a group discussion also includes threesegments: a review or summary, an introduction to the particulartopic, and questions to be discussed. The introductory remarksusually provide a justification for the study of the particulartopic or subject and a background and context for questions to beasked.

The introduction should gain the attention of the audienceand generate interest in the subject matter or topic. It shouldindicate the objectives, of the discussion, how they relate tothe individual's situation and why the group discussion method
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has been chosen over other alternative methods. It should adviseparticipants of what is expected of them and how participation isgoing to be important. These remarks could further serve to gainand focus the audience's attention while they present the generalideas or facts to be discussed at a broad level. The audienceshould then be divided into groups following speci21 guidelines.to ensure homogeneity of group, level of education, etc.

The teacher should also generate some general questions forthe participants or students to consider or focus on during thediscussions. This will give some direction to the discussions tofollow and also give a common starting point from which thevarious individuals can take off in their contributions to thediscussion. The introduction should also set a good climate forthe discussions. Most experts recommend a permissive climate asthe best one. Sensitivity to all opinions and cultural valuesshould be encouraged.

Presentation

We now move to the body of the discussions, and spell outthe general direction the discussions should follow. Eachstudent should be encouraged to present his or her contributionsin the simpliest possible terms and elaborate on them as thediscussions proceed in order to introduce more specific orcomplex situations (Reigeluth, 1979).

The body, for the teacher, should also entail reactingappropriately to contributions or responses from students. Theinstructor should encourage students to contribute towards thediscussion and guide them so that they stay on track. The teachercan also keep the discussion focussed with his reactions tostudents' contributions.

AummaLX And Conclusion

The teacher listens t- all the contributions and as the lastor finel step of the discussion summarizes the major pointsadvanced during the discussions and identifies any concensusreached. Occasionally during the portion of the discussionprocedure, the teacher may cycle back to the originalintroduction or question and indicate whether or not they havebeen adequately answered from the presentations. The teacher mayalso provide feedback as to what has been achieved through thediscussions, and should identify strengths and weaknesses of thegroup session for the future use of the group.

=maim at .Q.AnexAl Modelscam Discussion usierAtax.
The group discussion with moderator, as the name implies, issimply a normal group discussion with one of the participants orstudents as the moderator or leader instead of the teacher. Asmight be expected this model requires the selection and trainingof a moderator from among the members of the group.
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=rad= ian
The introduction for this type of group discussion follows

the same pattern as that for the general model with very slight
modifications. The introductory remarks should provide
justification for the particular topic or subject chosen with a
little background information. The introduction should attempt
to gain the attention of the audience and generate interest in
the subject, and specify group sizes and method used for their
selection. Sometimes group members need to be involved in the
selection of the topic or subject matter. If this is the case,
it should be so stated and members allowed to select subject or
topic for discussion (Reigeluth et al., 1983).

The teacher should then provide guidelines for selection of
moderators and allow the groups to select their moderators. Once
this is done, the teacher should then organize a short training
session for the moderators, providing procedural guidelines for
conducting sessions, provide suggestions for reading matter and
other media and also remind moderators not to take control of
discussions and finally provide goals and objects for the
groups.

presentation

In the body of the discussion, otherwise known as the
presentation, the selected moderator should introduce the topic
for discussion, set the grJund rules for participation and
encourage every member to participate fully in order to benefit
from the session. The moderator should define the problem, if
appropriate, and use his facilitative skills and problem-solving
strategies to guide the group without dominating it (Flynn,
1972).

The moderator may kick of the discussion with some remarks
of his own on the chosen topic and pose some leading questions
which will get the discussions started. He may also invite some
particular members by name, to give their views to start the
discussion off, providing feedback to their responses, clarifying
them if they are inaccurate or if the members are not clear about
the subject (Thompson, 1974). Inappropriate contributions should
be politely pointed out without creating negative effect.

Summarz

The summary of a group discussion with a moderator can be
handled in two ways. Either the moderator sums up the
discussions with a rul through the various consensus reached or
he can invite each member of the group to make his or her
summative comments after which he can synthesize all of the
comments into major consensus.

12



variations thethg Gener41 12421:
Group Discussion Without g Booeratoz

The group discussion without a moderator is also another
variation which is slightly different from the general model. In
this type, even though there is no moderator, usually one of the
group members is selected as a recorder or secretary to record
the various consensus reached by the group. In such cases
usually, the natural leadership emerges from the group.

Intx 01=A=
With this model of group iiscussion, the teacher needs to

ensure that group se ection is done very carefully to consist of
mature, motivated students capable of organizing their affairs
thewseiyes. Since the group is really without a de jure leader,
it is even more important for the teacher to draw clear and
specific ground rules for the group. Procedural guidelines
should be given in clear unambiguous terms. Introduction of the
topic or subject for discussion together with some leading
questions is usually a good appi:.,4ch in such cases.

The group then is encouraged to select a recorder or
secretary who will keep a record of the main points or
contributions and-the consensus arrived at if any.

presentation

The presentation for the group discussion without a
moderator is different from that with a moderator. In this case,it is usually more effective for the group to agree to go round
in a particular order to hear the views and/or comments of each
member in turn with regard to each particular issue. Once a
consensus is reached on particular issue or viewpoint, it is
noted down by the recorder or secretary.

Summary

Once the topic or subject has been thoroughly discussed by
the group, the group may agree to go a final round for each
member to present his or her concluding remarks or comments. The
recorder then recapitulates for the entire group the major points
noted down and the various consensus arrived at. These are given
a final review by the group and then presented as the report forthe group.

ConclusionEnli jai=

Group discussion is one of the methods of instruction which
actively involves the learner in the process. It certainly has
several advantages, notable among which are the fact that it
increases internalization and retention of information, usually
provides cohesiveness of members in group (except for highly
controversial tol:ics), increases the rate of learning and
retention, reduces the fear of failure, and provides
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educationally effective training in interpersonal relations
(Flynn, 1972). It also encourages cooperation, com-unity and
participative decision-making (Flynn, 1972). However, it must be
noted that group discussion is very time-consuming especially if
the group is very heterogenous. It may not always be necessary
or feasible, but if it can be utilized it is a very exciting and
stimulating method of instruction to use because it pools
together the abilities, knowledge and experience of all members
of the group, to reach a common goal.
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FICURE 1: Alternative approaches of instruction based on source and
receiver characteristics.
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